
WRITING A RESEARCH QUESTION PPT FREE

Example or research questionsBroad topic Narrowed topic Focused topic Research questionWomen's health Women
and cancer Women.

Colorado State University; Enfield, N. In particular, observing unexpected results may highlight possible
concerns that may have affected the process of data collection and analysis, suggesting possible ways for
improving them. If most items in your list are full sentences, make sure all items are full sentences. If someone
asks a question in the middle of your talk, answer it. Create effective notes If you don't have notes to refer to
as you speak, you run the risk of forgetting to highlight something important. Once the objectives have been
stated, the work plane must be defined accordingly, by establishing its phases, contents, feasibility and timing.
Apart from that, you might be looking for some good slide deck to help you create a slideshow to flash an
essential message in an event or be displayed on a monitor to welcome the guest. The Lab Report. Statistical
plan For a proper design of a clinical study, the role of an expert biostatistician is very important. Use a higher
pitch and volume in your voice when you begin a new point or when emphasizing the transition to a new
point. Delivering Your Presentation When delivering your presentation, keep in mind the following points. It
is a way of connecting with the audience. An enrolling question enables you to know whether or not you
should touch on something. Only highlight the most important elements of your presentation. Questions show
that the audience is listening with interest and, therefore, should not be regarded as an attack on you, but as a
collaborative search for deeper understanding. University of North Carolina; Storz, Carl et al. University of
Canberra; Lucas, Stephen. Strategies for creating effective notes include the following: Choose a large,
readable font [at least 18 point in Ariel]; avoid using fancy text fonts or cursive text. State your purpose. This
will make the anticipation of your audience grow and foster their listening Make a short introduction Your
introduction should not be very long. To further define the area of investigation and provide scientific bases to
the study, it is crucial to hypothesise a possible answer to the research question, i. Generally, this is
accomplished by drafting a study protocol that clearly identifies the scientific background and rationale of the
study, the required methodologies study type, population, interventions, outcomes, technical equipment and
the expected results. Here are some things to think about before you are scheduled to give a presentation. The
objectives should be specific and stated as clearly as possible, therefore delimiting our area of investigation.
Leave adequate space on your notes to jot down additional thoughts or observations before and during your
presentation. Very importantly, the source code of the sessions of analysis not only the output can be saved to
file and then easily re-executed, improved or finalised. It is an elegant presentation template that has slides
perfectly designed for your important events. Non-native speakers often speak English faster than we
slow-mouthed native speakers, usually because most non-English languages flow more quickly than English.


